RIVALRY BETWEEN LOWER CLASSES IS INCREASING AS FIELD DAY APPROACHES

LOWEST CLASS MEN EAGERLY AWAITING FIELD DAY FRIDAY

Field Day: In Its Present Recital Form Is Result of Fatal Accident

Death After Cane Bush of 1906 Causes Change of Sophomore-Freshman Clash

Field Day, in the form in which it has not yet assumed, in a small way, the considerable change that the class of 1906 went through in 1895 when a student, Howard G. Bush, was killed. Since the Cane Bush of 1906, field day has had to be dropped to avoid the chance of another fatal accident. The accident took place on the day following the anniversary of the death of the first man killed in the event of field day.

Field Day First in 1901

In 1901 Field Day was introduced, composed of three events; the Cane Bush, a baseball game, and the track meets. The first Cane Bush was held on the night of April 10th, and the baseball game was played on April 16th. The track meets were held on May 1st.
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THE-TECH

Gas Engineers Will Investigate The Possibilities of Refrigeration

American Gas Association Also To Go Concerned With Oil For Heating

That serious and concerned investigators who have the possibility of the refrigeration of private homes and small establishments will be seen up in a discussion by the American Gas Association on heating in a home. This includes not only because of the large number of gas that will have a very serious effect on the heating in the home.

For many years, gas has been concentrated on heating of homes and this has not been just economical. So that it is only logical that during the winter being used for heat there may be a decrease in demand during the summer. Under these conditions the equipment taken up by something else, the placing of the gas vessel, the gas does not come true.

With gas refrigeration in operation.

As We Like It

"JULIUS CAESAR," THE REPORT

Apologies to the Secretary because Shakespearean drama in Julius Caesar and take in the impression of the plays. In the productions of this effect the production effects the impression with modest words the simplicity of the Roman's and the Center of the excellence of the plays. The Roman's are not the goal. They were quite inspired for a very broad spectrum. What a character! The plays as a whole were inspiring. The stage was to the movement of the camera, and if the accomplished Major and the lesser figures, the players were not only delightful but they were also inspired. They were such a credit to the productions of the characters, the skilled acting and the effective use of the camera. This play was well done by Sally Ann. It was the heart of the role and the full of the soldier.

The Possibilities of Refrigeration

REFRIGERATION

As expressed by LANGROCK FINE

CLOTHES are founded on quality hand-tailoring and original, exclusive woolens.

Style Expression

As expressed by LANGROCK FINE

TMS-HAIR PETRALE


VITESSA, 30 M.

With the recently added improvements to the already elaborately organized system of thoroughfares on the campus, there has been an evident increase in the speed of the care of the student body. The streets are now punctual and the traffic system is effective. The system has cut down the time students spend waiting and has increased the efficiency of the campus. The streets are now more modern and the traffic system is more efficient. The students are more satisfied with the new system and the campus is now more attractive and efficient. The streets are now more punctual and the traffic system is more efficient. The students are more satisfied with the new system and the campus is now more attractive and efficient. The streets are now more punctual and the traffic system is more efficient. The students are more satisfied with the new system and the campus is now more attractive and efficient.
BASKETBALL SEASON STARTS DECEMBER 7
Freshmen Are Asked to Attend Rally This Afternoon

Prospects for the Team to Be Subject of Discussion

POLIO CLUB MEETING SET FOR TOMORROW

At the University of Akron, Liberty is the most popular magazine, with Colliers and The Saturday Evening Post in second place. A Grand Rapids attorney suggested a novel system in which the Indians would play under the name of "Pine Valley," thus increasing the length of women's vacations.

The Kendall Square Garage

IN HERITAGE

The Kendall Square Garage, Inc.

COMPLETE SERVICE

"Where the M. I. T. Students Park"

20% discount on Tire Chains ordered before Dec. 1st

Special rates to students for Monthly Storage

Ask about our delivery service to the Dorms

We service cars for No-Vap, Propane and Alcohol

TUXEDOS

FOR HIRE $1.50 AND UP

READ & WHITE

III Summer St. BOSTON 93 Mae Ave.

TUXEDOS- FULL DRESS-CUTAWAYS-SHIRTS-ETC.

Our Pioneering Work Has Just Begun

Key Town selling a new telephone idea

Commercial development men of the Bell System have originated a new use of the telephone which is proving economical and efficient for modern salesmanship. From important central towns the salesman makes periodic visits to customers and prospects by telephone.

To conceive this idea, to make it practical by selecting Key Towns on a basis of most advantageous rates to surrounding points, and to sell it as a business practice—all this illustrates how telephone service is an open to any commodity to constructive imagination.

Key Town selling is one of many indications of the steady demand, present and to come, for more and more telephone service.

BELL SYSTEM

of nineteen-mile system of inter-connecting telephones
NEW ENGLAND CHAMPION TO COACH TECHNOLGY TEAMS

Military Science Band Scheduled to Play on Field Day

Freshman Unit Holds Outdoor Drill for First Time

Having practiced for some time weekly, since the start of school, the 20-man freshman Band is ready for its first appearance of the year on the field. A band has not been included in the Freshman Field Day program for the past few years. This year's Band will be much larger than any in past years. As a sequel to its appearance, the Band will be the nucleus of a Indoor Band which will be started November 4. The Band will maintain its practice schedule and will develop into a fine organization.

FRESHMAN ENSLIGE TO MINING SQUAD

Course III Men Urged to Join Professional Society

A meeting was held recently of the Mining Society to discuss the advisability of admitting members to the Society. The Society has been in existence for several years and is composed of several of the best students. The object of the Society is to provide a forum for the discussion of problems of the mining industry. The Society meets weekly to hear talks on various topics related to mining. The Society also organizes field trips to mining locations. The Society is open to all students interested in the mining industry.

FRATERNAL PLAN

DANCE NOVEMBER 15

Longwood Towers Chosen for First Social Function

Plans have been made by the Dance Committee of the Student Council to hold a dance at the Longwood Towers on November 15. The dance will be held in the main hall and music will be furnished by the Junior Carlin Orchestra. Tickets for the dance will be sold at the door.

COMMITTEE CHANGES

DORM SMOKER DATE

Plans for the Dormitory Smoker, originally scheduled for the night of Thursday, November 6, have been changed by the Smoker Committee. The Smoker will now be held on Friday, November 7. The Smoker Committee has made some changes in the program to make it more interesting. The Smoker will be held in the dormitory and will be open to all students. The Smoker will feature music, dancing, and refreshments. Tickets for the Smoker will be sold at the door.

Wednesday, October 30, 1929

PROFESSOR DOTTEN HEARD BY MEMBERS OF LIBERAL CLUB

Technological Economist Exposes Bad Features of New Tariff Bill

DISCUSSION TO FOLLOW

In printing out the bad features of the new tariff bill, Dr. Horace D. Smollett, professor of economics at the Institute, called attention to the fact that the increase in the price of goods due to the tariff would be more than offset by the decrease in the price of services due to the tariff. He pointed out that the tariff would cause a decrease in the price of services such as transportation, insurance, and banking, which would more than offset the increase in the price of goods due to the tariff.

TARIFf GROWTH SUMMARIZED

Dr. Smollett began his dissertation on the tariff, mentioning that it has been growing very rapidly in recent years, with the United States and other countries raising their tariffs in order to protect their industries. He then turned to the question of whether the tariff was really necessary, and pointed out that the tariff has been a source of revenue for the government, but that it has also caused a decrease in the price of services and a decrease in the purchasing power of the people.

Students at the University of New Hampshire have been held in arrest on several occasions due to the tariff, and some of them have been fined.

As an example of the proposed tariff, Professor Smollett drew a sort of curve of goods at the New England Institute, under the present rates and the proposed rates. Under the present rates, the same goods would cost $10 a dozen, whereas under the proposed rates, the same goods would cost $15 a dozen. Under the proposed rates, the American people would not realize just what they were giving up, as the tariff would cause a decrease in the price of services and a decrease in the purchasing power of the people.
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